Quote

The quote I chose was the one I described in the character section already. “My Albert” is Joey Addressing Albert as “his” property. I think this is significant because it shows the love and protection Joey has for Albert. This starts off the story with the beautiful friendship that carries throughout the book, and warms the hearts of every reader. I enjoy the quote for the same reason, it's moving and though it's only 2 words the meaning and love and devotion behind it is remarkable.

Personal reaction

I can't actually give away my favorite part of the book be a format would ruin it. But my least favorite part was when Joey gets taken away for the army. the emotion in the book and the way it was written was absolutely moving. I feel like I could actually see the tears in Albert's eyes and feel the struggle of Joey's fight trying to get back to his best friend. I would recommend this book and love it to bits.

Conclusion

The reasons i recommend this book is because the emotion, this book will 100% pull on your heartstrings. Also it is very well written and you actually feel like you're in the book, like you're one of the characters. Lastly it's just a good read. its an interesting topic and very relevant considering it's based on true events.